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Introduction
Modern third-generation synchrotron radiation sources provide
coherent and extremely bright X-ray beams, but the performance of
the optics employed on the beamlines is critical for the X-rays’ successful exploitation. The quality of the beam delivered to the sample
is limited by the optics’ imperfections and misalignment. Though the
optics are accurately evaluated in metrology labs equipped with visible-light-based measuring instruments, such ex-situ characterizations
do not allow perfect predictions of their beamline performance, since
the mechanical and thermal strains imposed by beamline operation cannot be perfectly modelled. In-situ at-wavelength characterization is the
natural way to overcome this limitation [1]. In-situ wavefront sensing
performed at the optics’ operating wavelength (“at-wavelength” metrology) can be used not only to optimize the performance of X-ray
optics, but also to correct and minimize the collective distortions of
upstream beamline optics (e.g., monochromator, windows, etc.). This
issue has become even more critical with the increasing use of active
optics on the beamlines on one hand, and with the desire to achieve
diffraction-limited and coherence-preserved beams [2] on the other.
Since the inception of the first third-generation X-ray synchrotron
sources, various at-wavelength metrology techniques have come into
use. Most notable are the pencil-beam method [3] and the Foucault
knife-edge tests, to which have now been added techniques such as ptychography [4], Fresnel propagation-based methods [5], grating interferometry [6], Hartmann-like sensing techniques [7], and X-ray near-field
speckle-based methods [8].
At Diamond, at-wavelength metrology has been applied and further
developed. The main three techniques are: the pencil-beam technique,
which modulates the wavefront by scanning a slit; grating interferometry, which uses a deterministic phase pattern; and speckle-based methods, which use a diffuser composed of randomly distributed scatterers.
All of these techniques measure the local trajectory of the rays that
create the measured intensity pattern; therefore, they are sometimes
called “deflection techniques.” Figure 1 shows the principle and the
measured deflection angle α. Since in the near-field approximation
α = ⎥∇W⎥, where W is the wavefront, one can recover the full wavefront
by integration.
At-wavelength metrology characterizations can be divided into two
types. The differential type is used to measure the influence of a specific optic or sample on the beam. The absolute type has as its goal the
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Figure 1: Wavefront modulation principle. An incoming wavefront is
modulated using either a pair of slits, a deterministic structure such as a
grating, or a diffuser made of small scatterers. The wavefront gradient can
then be recovered by the calculation of the angle noted α using the shift of
the modulation intensity markers on the detector.

measurement of the effective state of the beam, which is the sum of all
of the optical and source contributions. In the following, we present atwavelength metrology techniques of both types that are implemented
and used at Diamond beamlines. Representative examples of the application of these techniques are also given.

Pencil beam and knife-edge techniques
Due to its simplicity of principle and implementation, the X-ray
pencil-beam method was the first technique introduced in the hard Xray regime. It uses a pair of movable narrow slits to create beamlets
and hence sequentially sample the beam wavefront. The pencil-beam
scanning technique is used at many synchrotron light sources to optimize active focusing mirror systems. Series of pencil-beam scans with
sequentially incremented actuator settings are used to calculate the adjustments necessary for focusing. This has been done by Hignette et
al. [3] and by others since [9, 10]. The technique can be applied to
collect in-situ measurements of mirrors on their operating beamlines,
using only equipment already installed there except for a simple vis-
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ible-light camera with scintillator. At Diamond, mirror surfaces have
been inspected in-situ with a precision of much better than 100 nrad
rms, comparable to the ex-situ measurements taken with the state-ofthe-art Diamond-NOM [11] visible-light profilometer.
The Foucault knife-edge method is normally used for accurate measurements of focused beam profiles, especially those with micron and
nanometer widths. It is also used to measure fine structures produced
by mid-wavelength mirror figure errors in defocused beams. For most
applications, a gold wire works well when pulled taut across a small
aperture attached to a precise piezo translation stage for fine motion
control. As the edge of the wire is scanned across the beam, a simple
X-ray intensity detector (photodiode, ionization chamber) records the
intensity. Numerical differentiation of the resulting scan then yields
the beam profile. For measuring very small beam widths, fluorescence
from a narrow metal structure, rather than absorption contrast from a
knife edge, can also be employed.

Grating interferometry
Hard X-ray grating interferometers (XGI) [6, 12] have now become
well-established for wavefront sensing and phase imaging. It is very
attractive to perform at-wavelength metrology with XGI as they are
able to measure wavefront gradients with tens of nanoradian accuracy
and with a reduced sensitivity to mechanical vibrations. Furthermore,
they require only moderate longitudinal and transverse coherence. In its
most common form, the interferometer consists of a one-dimensional
(1D) phase grating as a beam splitter and an absorption grating as a

Figure 2: Sketches of typical experiment set-ups. On top is the grating
interferometer, consisting of two gratings and a detector. The first phase
grating is mounted on a piezo translation stage while the second one is
mounted on a rotation stage at a Talbot distance d. In front is an FZP for
investigation. At bottom is the sketch for the stepping speckle scheme: the
diffuser is mounted on a piezo translation stage and the imaging detector placed further away at a distance d. Upstream is a reﬂective adaptive
optics.
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transmission mask for the detector, both having pitch on the order of a
few micrometers.
A sketch of the experimental set-up is shown in Figure 2(a). A grating interferometer is generally used in two modes corresponding to
two slightly different configurations: the Moiré and the phase-stepping
mode. For both cases, the first phase grating is the element employed
to modulate the beam wavefront and create narrow intensity fringes,
whose shift is used to recover the wavefront gradient. A second absorption analyzer grating is often placed right in front of the imaging
camera to remove the need for a detector with a resolving power high
enough to detect the small fringes. In the Moiré method, easily visible
Moiré fringes are produced by rotating the second grating by a small
angle β against the first grating. The curvature of the fringes in a single
image is enough to reconstruct the wavefront. In the phase-stepping
method, the two gratings are kept parallel as one grating is scanned
transversely. An image is recorded at each point, and then all images
are Fourier-analyzed pixel by pixel, enhancing the spatial resolution
down to the pixel size.
Recently, a 2D grating interferometer has been introduced into the
X-ray regime [13], allowing simultaneous recovery of both the horizontal and vertical beam phase gradient from a single 2D raster scan. Other
variants of grating-based techniques, some of which use a single grating, have also recently come into use [14, 15]. The single-grating-based
techniques are especially useful to assess the wavefront of strongly divergent beams [16].

X-ray speckle-based techniques
X-ray speckle is among the latest phenomena applied to at-wavelength metrology. Although far-field speckle has long been used at synchrotrons to investigate dynamical phenomena, and metrology using
visible speckle has been performed for decades, near-field speckle was
first introduced for phase sensing only a few years ago [8] after the
discovery that the X-ray near-field speckle does not change in size or
shape over experimentally exploitable distances from several millimeters to several meters [17].
The latest methods used at Diamond are the X-ray speckle-tracking
technique (XST) [8, 18] and the speckle scanning scheme [19], both
using a static membrane with small scattering grains of which only the
statistical distribution is known. The diffuser’s interference patterns
modulate the wavefront’s intensity and therefore may be used for X-ray
beams with small coherence lengths.
In the XST technique, small pixel subsets from images taken at different propagation planes or different times are tracked using a numerical cross-correlation algorithm providing sub-pixel accuracy. In this
mode, each subset of speckle patterns acts as a marker of the ray path
that allows the recovery of the photon trajectories. One interesting aspect of this technique is that, when using the differential mode, only one
exposure of the optics is necessary to evaluate its performance. Indeed,
the second image required in this processing method is a reference image of the diffuser taken without the optics in the beam. This aspect thus
permits an optic to be monitored over time [20].
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The stepping scheme [19] can be seen as a generalization of the XGI.
The set-up consists of the speckle generator membrane mounted on a 2D
piezo translation stage in addition to the imaging detector. The experimental process is then the same as the one of the XGI operated in the
phase stepping mode; i.e., the collection of an image for each translated
position of the membrane. The speckle patterns in each detector pixel are
decomposed by Fourier analysis into a superimposition of fringes. The
wavefront gradient is then recovered in the same way as with a 2D XGI.
Both of these methods employ a simple, compact set-up, as shown in
Figure 2(b), and provide sensitivity of a few tens of nano-radians. The
spatial resolution of XST is limited by the size of the grain employed
to generate speckle, but the stepping scheme can push the resolution
down to the pixel size with improved robustness to noise. Different
data processing modes for each method permit recovery of either the
differential or the effective wavefront as described in the introduction.

Applications
At-wavelength metrology has been applied for several applications
at Diamond and has already helped to solve practical problems of interest to Diamond’s beamline teams and users. At the same time, novel
metrological techniques have been actively developed, and new types
of optics are being examined. Most of these developments have been
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carried out on Diamond’s Test beamline B16 [21], which is dedicated
to research on instrumentation and methods.
The adaptive and active optics available at synchrotrons are mainly
mechanically bent mirrors and bimorph mirrors [22]. Their surfaces can
be controllably deformed to correct either their own imperfections or
those of the incoming beam, or to shape the beam to the size and focal
position required by the experiment. Evidently, the use of such optics
demands quick and accurate at-wavelength metrology for tuning and
optimization.
At-wavelength pencil-beam measurements of X-ray mirrors have
been extensively applied at Diamond to obtain the best performance
and to diagnose faults. Whenever it was possible to compare them with
Diamond-NOM profilometric measurements, they led to the same conclusions. For example, the poor focusing of Diamond’s bimorph mirrors was found to be caused by kinks at the junctions between their
piezoelectric plates (the “junction effect”). After repolishing, the mirror quality and thereby the focusing performance was greatly improved
(Figure 3). Diamond’s mechanically bent mirrors were installed in assemblies too large to be inspected with the Diamond-NOM, but even
these could be assessed in-situ. The sag compensation actuator of one
malfunctioning vertically focusing mirror was found in this way to be
incorrectly preloaded. A collimating mirror was also optimized with
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Figure 3: (Left) Images of a focused beam before (top) and after (bottom)
the repolishing of a KB mirror pair. (Right top) Slope error on mirror
surface before and after repolishing. (Right bottom) Vertical profile of the
focused beam before and after repolishing.

this technique. Finally, because pencil-beam scans require little time to
run, they were used to show that the surface of a bimorph mirror did not
degrade over a full year of beamtime operation [10].
The Diamond Optics group has designed a unique super-polished
bimorph mirror [23, 24] 	
  by bringing together two state-of-the-art tech-

nologies: super-polishing using Elastic Emission Machining (EEM)
from JTEC (Osaka) of an eight-channel bimorph mirror from SESO
(France). The mirror provides variable focal distance and local figure
control in the sub-nm range. It also has an extremely good surface quality (<2nm peak to valley figure error). Pencil beam scans, XST, and
grating interferometry were performed to characterize the bimorph actuators’ influence on the optical surface. The response functions measured by several techniques for this mirror are given in Figure 4 and
agree very well. One should note the sub-nanometer scale of the plots.
This precise metrology was then employed for nano-focalization. While
all three metrology methods provide the necessary accuracy, more sophisticated methods permit a higher sampling resolution with reduced
noise. Such advantages greatly improve the converging speed and the
performance of the iterative optimization algorithm based on matrix inversion [25, 26]. Optimization with pencil-beam scans produces a focus
size of ~500 nm, which was improved to ~300 nm by using the XST
technique. For the present case of a strong, elliptically shaped mirror
	
  
(short
mirror length and short focal distance), the pencil-beam method
suffers from a resolution limit as the reflected beam position becomes
more weakly 	
  dependent on mirror slope error. A full 2D wavefront optimization, rather than a 1D pencil-beam method, therefore has clear
advantages, which will be even more apparent when the techniques are
applied to diffraction-limited focusing.
Transmission optics such as Fresnel Zone Plates and Compound Refractive Lenses are also widely used at synchrotrons. They are highly
appreciated for their easy alignment and also are attractive as optional
optics because they do not deflect the beam. To improve the manufacturing techniques, in-situ characterization of such optics has been per-

	
  
Figure 4: Actuator response functions of the superpolished bimorph mirror measured with all three at-wavelength techniques plus data obtained with
the Diamond NOM instruments.
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formed [26, 27] at the Diamond Test Beamline using the at-wavelength
techniques described earlier. An illustrative case of a Fresnel Zone Plate
is presented here.
The Fresnel Zone Plates produce focused beams tens of nanometers
wide. X-ray beam wavefronts downstream of a FZP were characterized using a 2D XGI [27]. The FZP under investigation had an aperture of 200 μm and an outermost zone width of 100 nm. Transverse
wavefront slope maps, measured using a raster phase-stepping scan,
allowed phase reconstruction of the X-ray beam with sub-nanometer
accuracy. Wavefront measurements revealed that the wavefront error is
very sensitive to the input beam entering the FZP. A small stack of onedimensional compound refractive lenses was used to introduce astigmatism in the probing X-ray beam to investigate the contribution of the
incoming beam in contrast to the optical aberrations (Figure 5). These
investigations showed that the performance of the optic was limited by
the wavefront errors of the incident beam rather than by the FZP itself.

Summary and outlook
Diamond’s beamlines now benefit from several at-wavelength metrology techniques, which were first established and commissioned on
Diamond’s Test beamline, B16. In addition to the pencil-beam technique still routinely used for most online characterization and optimization, two more advanced approaches are available when high spatial
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Figure 5: Wavefront reconstruction (top) and corresponding wavefront
error at two incoming beam positions. That the wavefront error changes
shows that the main optical aberrations of the beam after focusing by the
FZP are due to upstream optical component imperfections rather than the
FZP itself.
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resolution or high sensitivity are needed. Grating interferometry and
X-ray speckle tracking have both demonstrated sub-microradian sensitivity, fulfilling the requirements for optimization of future diffractionlimited optics. Sampling resolution down to the micrometer scale can
be achieved in both transverse directions of the beam, providing much
more information on the optical aberration of the light used. Both of
these techniques are compact, robust, and usable with moderate longitudinal and transverse coherence. Moreover, all these methods are easy
to implement and show very good stability. Speckle techniques are especially valuable because they require no external instrument except an
imaging detector. The examples provided show that all these techniques
will help improve both the manufacturing and the in-situ optimization
of the new generation of adaptive optics equipping modern beamlines.
The further development of these techniques will now focus on timeresolved experiments and progress toward nanometer resolution.
■
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